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 The recent growth in wind power is transforming the operation of electricity systems by 

introducing variability into utilities’ generator assets. System operators are not 

experienced initializing significant sources of variable power to meet their loads and 

have struggled at times to keep their systems stable. We present the first frequency-
dependent analyses of the geographic smoothing of wind power's variability, analyzing 

the interconnected measured output of 20 wind plants in Texas. Reductions in 

variability occur at frequencies corresponding to times shorter than ~24 hours and are 
quantified by measuring the departure from a Kolmogorov spectrum. At a frequency of 

2.8x10-4 Hz (corresponding to 1 hour), an 87% reduction of the variability of a single 

wind plant is obtained by interconnecting 4 wind plants. Interconnecting the remaining 
16 wind plants produces only an additional 8%reduction. We develop a metric to 

quantify the sub-hourly variability cost of individual wind plants and show its use in 

valuing reductions in wind power variability. Our method partitions wind energy into 
hourly and sub-hourly components and uses corresponding market prices to determine 

the  cost  of  variability.  The metric  is  applicable  to variability at all time scales faster 

 than hourly, and can be applied to long-period forecast errors. 
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INTRODUCTION 
  

The recent growth in wind power is transforming the operation of electricity systems by introducing 

variability into utilities’ generator assets. Due to a lack of cost-effective storage solutions, utilities must 

continually produce the amount of electricity consumed by their customers. Utilities have traditionally relied on 

dispatch able generators1 to serve their customers’ ever changing demand for electricity. Wind plants, on the 

other hand, are not dispatch able assets and system operators are currently learning how to incorporate 

significant quantities of wind energy. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Recent development of wind power in the United States 

 

We present the first frequency-dependent analyses of the geographic smoothing of wind power's variability, 

analyzing the interconnected measured output of 20 wind plants in Texas. Reductions in variability occur at 

frequencies corresponding to times shorter than ~24 hours and are quantified by measuring the departure from a 
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Kolmogorov spectrum. At a frequency of 2.8x10-4 Hz (corresponding to 1 hour), an 87% reduction of the 

variability of a single wind plant is obtained by interconnecting 4 wind plants. Interconnecting the remaining 16 

wind plants produces only an additional 8% reduction. We use step-change analyses and correlation coefficients 

to compare our results with previous studies, finding that wind power ramps up faster than it ramps down for 

each of the step change intervals analyzed and that correlation between the power output of wind plants 200 km 

away is half that of co-located wind plants. To examine variability at very low frequencies, we estimate yearly 

wind energy production in the Great Plains region of the United States from automated wind observations at 

airports covering 36 years. The estimated wind power has significant inter-annual variability and the severity of 

wind drought years is estimated to be about half that observed nationally for hydroelectric power. 

Currently 29 of the United States of America have renewable portfolio standards (RPS) that mandate 

increasing their percentage of renewable energy, and the US House of Representatives has enacted a federal 

renewable electricity standard. Major electricity markets such as California, New York, and Texas expect wind 

to play a large role in meeting their RPS. As a result of the state RPS requirements and a federal production tax 

credit equivalent to a carbon dioxide price of approximately $20/metric ton, wind power net generation is 

currently experiencing very high growth rates (51% in 2008, 28% average annual growth rate over the past 

decade) in the United States. 

  

The Variability of Interconnected Wind Plants: 

We present the first frequency-dependent analyses of the geographic smoothing of wind power's variability, 

analyzing the interconnected measured output of 20 wind plants in Texas. Reductions in variability occur at 

frequencies corresponding to times shorter than ~24 hours and are quantified by measuring the departure from a 

kolmogorov spectrum. At a frequency of 2.8x10-4 Hz (corresponding to 1 hour), an 87% reduction of the 

variability of a single wind plant is obtained by interconnecting 4 wind plants. Interconnecting the remaining 16 

wind plants produces only an additional 8% reduction. We use step-change analyses and correlation coefficients 

to compare our results with previous studies, finding that wind power ramps up faster than it ramps down for 

each of the step change intervals analyzed and that correlation between the power out put of wind plants 

200 km away is half that of co-located wind plants. To examine variability at very low frequencies, we 

estimate yearly wind energy production in the Great Plains region of the United States from automated wind 

observations at airports covering 36 years. The estimated wind power has significant inter-annual variability and 

the severity of wind drought years is estimated to be about half that observed nationally for hydroelectric power. 

Currently 29 of the United States of America have renewable portfolio standards (RPS) that mandate 

increasing their percentage of renewable energy, and the US House of Representatives has enacted a federal 

renewable electricity standard. Major electricity markets such as California, New York, and Texas expect wind 

to play a large role in meeting their RPS. As a result of the state RPS requirements and a federal production tax 

credit equivalent to a carbon dioxide price of approximately $20/metric ton, wind power net generation is 

currently experiencing very high growth rates (51% in 2008, 28% average annual growth rate over the past 

decade) in the United States.Wind power’s variability and fast growth rate have led areas including Cal-ISO, 

PJM, NY-ISO, MISO, and Bonneville power to undertake wind integration studies to assess whether their 

systems can accommodate significant (5-20%) penetrations of wind power. Included in each integration study is 

how wind power variability can be mitigated with options such as storage, demand response, or fast-ramping 

gas plants. Some system operators are beginning to charge wind operators for costs arising from the integration 

of high wind penetration in their system. In 2009, the Bonneville Power Authority (BPA) introduced a wind 

integration charge of $1.29 per kW per month (~0.6¢/kWh assuming a 30% capacity factor), citing reliability 

risks and substantial costs encountered in fulfilling 7% of their energy needs with wind power. Previous studies 

have shown that interconnecting wind plants with transmission lines reduces the variability of their summed 

output power as the number of installed wind plants and the distance between wind plants increases. Kahn  

estimates the increased reliability of spatially separated wind plants, writing that “wind generators can displace 

conventional capacity with the reliability that has been traditional in power systems.” Kahn calculates the loss of 

load probability (LOLP) and the effective load carrying capability (ELCC) of up to 13 interconnected California 

wind plants. Czech and Ernst and Gibe, in separate studies, show the correlation between wind plants decreases 

with distance. Each concludes wind power variability is reduced by summing the output power from spatially 

separated wind plants. Czechs and Ernst and Gibes both find that wind plant outputs are correlated even over 

great distances (correlation coefficient > 0). Millsboro shows a smoothing effect by calculating the output power 

change over a certain time interval (step-change) of wind plants. He finds the one-hour power swing of 1,860 

MW of wind power in Western Denmark over a three month period in 2001 was at most 18% of installed 

capacity compared with 100% for a single wind plant. In contrast, Bonneville Power Authority in the U.S. 

Pacific Northwest experienced a maximum one-hour step-change of 63% in 2008 for their 1,670 MW of wind 

power. Archer and Jacobsen write that interconnected wind plants would produce “steady deliverable power.” 

Using hourly and daily averaged wind speed measurements taken at 19 airports located in Texas, New Mexico, 

Oklahoma, and Kansas, they estimate generation duration curves and operational statistics of wind power arrays. 
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They find that “an average of 33% and a maximum of 47% of yearly averaged wind power from interconnected 

plants can be used as reliable, base load electric power”. The previous studies analyze wind’s variability 

primarily in the time domain, using metrics such as 10-minute step-change histograms, correlation coefficients 

and LOLP. 

Frequency domain analysis is a powerful complementary method that can be used to characterize variability 

and evaluate whether and at what frequencies smoothing occurs as more wind plants are introduced into a 

system. We use Fourier transform techniques to estimate the power spectral density of wind generated power 

(PSD) and characterize the variability of actual wind plant output within ERCOT, the electricity market serving 

most of Texas. We also use step-change analyses and correlation coefficients to characterize the variability of 

ERCOT wind plants and wind plants modeled from wind monitoring stations located throughout the Midwest 

and Great Plains and compare our results with previous studies. 

To characterize the year-to-year variations of wind power production, we calculate the yearly output of 

wind power by modeling wind plants over a span of 36 years. We examine the existence and likely severity of 

wind drought years as compared to hydroelectric power reduction by rainfall droughts. 

 

Data: 

We use both ERCOT wind plant power output data and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) wind speed data for our analyses. We use 15-minute time resolution real power output data from 20 

wind plants within ERCOT. The ERCOT data were obtained from ERCOT’s website and contained no 

dropouts. If necessary, data from each wind plant are scaled to the end-of-the-year capacity of the wind plant to 

adjust for mid-year capacity additions.4 Electric Reliability Council of Texas (2009) Entity-Specific Resource 

Output.Retrieved Feb. 18, 2009 from ERCOT’s Planning and Market Reports. Available: 

http://www.ercot.com/gridinfo/sysplan/We use 2008 wind power data from Bonneville Power Authority to 

examine whether results similar to our ERCOT results are seen in another system. BPA provides 5-minute 

system wind power data on its website5. There were 0.04% of the data missing from BPA’s 2008 wind data set. 

 

 Methods: 

 We simulate wind plants interconnected with uncongested transmission capacity (sometimes called the 

copper plate assumption) by summing together either ERCOT wind plant power output data or NOAA airport 

wind speed data (taken at 8 or 10 meters, depending on the station) scaled up to a height of 80 meters using a 

transformed to power using a cubic curve (Equation 1) that provides a good match to observed data from 1.5 

MW turbines and turbine-mounted anemometer data. 

 
Equation 1 

 

Missing Data: 

The 1-minute ASOS and hourly NOAA data sets are incomplete. For the ASOS data, we treat missing data 

as follows. If the length of the missing data segment is less than 3 minutes, then the missing data are filled in by 

interpolating between the 2 closest points. Any missing data segments longer than 3 minutes are excluded from 

the summed result. For the NOAA hourly data set used for the wind drought analysis, any missing data 

segments with a length of 3 hours or less are filled in by interpolating between the 2 closest points. Any missing 

data segments with a length greater than 3 hours but less than 120 hours are filled in using average wind speeds 

calculated from the previous four weeks for each hour of the day. We then take the time of day average segment 

that coincides with the missing data segment and scale it to match its boundaries with the boundaries of the 

surrounding good data segments. Any data set that has a missing data segment longer than 120 hours is 

excluded. 

Scaling Wind Data to Hub Height 

The airport wind speed measurements were taken at heights of 8 to 10 meters and are scaled up to 80 meters 

before being transformed to power data. We use a logarithmic velocity profile to estimate wind speeds at a hub 

height of 80 meters (Equation 2) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). The logarithmic velocity profile assumes the 

surface layer is adiabatic. The logarithmic velocity profile depends on a surface roughness length that 

characterizes the boundary layer near the ASOS station; we use &' _ 0.03 meters.             
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Correlation Analysis: 

Correlation between power output time series of two wind plants can be quantified by Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient: 

  
Power outputs of two wind plants that rise and fall in relative unison have ρ near one, and little smoothing 

takes place. A correlation coefficient near zero indicates that wind power outputs vary independently of each 

other. A negative correlation coefficient, although not seen in the data, would indicate autocorrelation between 

wind power outputs such that high power output from one wind plant is associated with low power output from 

the other; maximum smoothing would occur if = -1. Previous studies have shown that as the distance 

between wind plants increases, the correlation between their outputs decreases. The standard deviation of 

summed time series signals is dependent on the correlation between each individual time series signal (Equation 

4) (Gibes 2000). 

 

 
Step Change Analysis: 

The most common time domain method used in wind power studies is a step change analysis (see for 

example Wan, 2004, 2007) where the change in power for a given time step is calculated and either reported as 

power (e.g. MW) or as a percentage of the rated capacity of a wind plant (Equation 5). We calculate step 

changes as a percentage of the maximum power produced by a wind plant or summed plants.  

 

 
Wind Drought Analysis: 

Analyzing long-term variations in wind power production is important for system planning. If significant 

drought periods occur, system planners must ensure adequate resources and renewable energy credits (RECs) 

are available to cover the wind power underproduction. Similarly, wind production that is significantly above 

the long-term average may depress the market price for RECs and increase the requirements for compensating 

power sources. We use hourly NOAA data to estimate the yearly energy production of wind turbines from 1973 

to 2008. We scale the wind speed measurements to 80 meter hub heights and transform it to hourly power data 

with a power curve.  A surface roughness of 0.03 meters is assumed for all of the airports. For each year the 

hourly power data from all 16 turbines is summed and compared to the mean yearly power production for the 35 

year period  
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Results: 

In figure 2, we show the ERCOT PSD results for 1, 4, and 20 wind plants using 15 minute time resolution 

data for 2008. A single wind plant follows a Kolmogorov spectrum (f -5/3) from 1.2x10-5 to 5.6x10-4 Hz 

(corresponding to times of 24 hours to 30 minutes). When 4 wind plants are added together, the power contained 

in this region decreases with frequency at a faster rate ( f -2.49 instead of f -1.67). For 20 wind plants the power 

decreases even more rapidly with increasing frequency (f -2.56). Adding wind plants together does not 

appreciably reduce the 24 hour peak. BPA’s summed wind power (f -2.2) shows less smoothing than ERCOT’s 

wind power, very likely because 17 of BPA’s 19 wind plants are located within 170 km of each other in the 

Columbia River gorge and the maximum distance between BPA wind plants is 290 km. 

 

  
Fig. 2: Power spectral density (with 8 segment averaging, K = 8) for 1 wind plant, 4 interconnected wind plants, 

and 20 interconnected wind plants in ERCOT. Wind power variability is reduced as more wind plants are 

interconnected, with diminishing returns to scale. 

 

The amplitude of variability of twenty interconnected wind plants has ~95% less power at a frequency of 

2.8x10-4 Hz (corresponding to 1 hour) than that of a single wind plant. The reduction in variability has very 

rapidly diminishing returns to scale, as interconnecting 4 wind plants gives an 87% reduction in variability at 

this frequency and interconnecting the remaining 16 wind plants produces the remaining 8% reduction. The 

maximum reductions in variability occur at the higher frequencies and dimes as the frequency decreases until at 

24 hours there is no reduction in variability (figure 2).  

 

Generation Duration Curves: 

We have computed normalized generation duration curves for a single ERCOT wind plant, twenty 

interconnected ERCOT wind plants, and all of BPA’s wind plants (figure 3). Also shown is the average 

normalized generation duration curve of ERCOT’s 20 wind plants interconnected with their nearest three 

neighbors and the area encompassed by +/- 1 standard deviation. One wind plant has a higher probability of 

achieving close to its nameplate capacity than interconnected wind plants but an increased probability of no 

wind or low wind power events. Archer and Jacobson (2007) concluded on the basis of meteorological data that 

interconnected wind plants spread throughout Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and New Mexico would produce at 

least 21% of their rated capacity 79% of the time and 11% of their rated capacity 92% of the time. The ERCOT 

and BPA data from operating wind turbines do not support that conclusion. ERCOT’s twenty interconnected 

wind plants produced at least 10% of their rated power capacity 79% of the time and at least 3% of their rated 

capacity 92% of the time. BPA’s nineteen interconnected wind plants produced at least 3% of their rated 

capacity 79% of the time and 0.5% of their rated capacity 92% of the time. Hereinafter we define "firm power" 

for a generator as an availability range of 79 to 92%. 

 

The Cost of Wind Power Variability: 

We develop a metric to quantify the sub-hourly variability cost of individual wind plants and show its use in 

valuing reductions in wind power variability. Our method partitions wind energy into hourly and sub-hourly 

components and uses corresponding market prices to determine the cost of variability. The metric is applicable 

to variability at all time scales faster than hourly, and can be applied to long-period forecast errors. We use 

publically available data at 15 minute time resolution to apply the method to ERCOT, the largest wind power 

production region in the United States. The range of variability costs arising from 15 minute to 1 hour variations 
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(termed load following) for 20 wind plants in ERCOT was $6.79 to 11.5 per MHz (mean of $8.73 ±$1.26 per 

MHz) in 2008 and $3.16 to 5.12 per MHz (mean of $3.90 ±$0.52 per MHz) in 2009. Load following variability 

costs decrease as wind plant capacity factors increase, indicating wind plants sited in locations with good wind 

resources cost a system less to integrate. Twenty interconnected wind plants have variability Cost of $4.35 per 

MHz in 2008. The marginal benefit of interconnecting another wind plant diminishes rapidly: it is less than 

$3.43 per MHz for systems with 2 wind plants already interconnected, less than $0.7 per MHz for 4-7 wind 

plants, and less than $0.2 per MHz for 8 or more wind plants. This method can be used to value the installation 

of storage and other techniques to mitigate wind variability. 

 

Introduction: 

Wind power is quickly becoming a significant source of energy in the United States. It had an average 

annual growth rate of 28% over the past decade and supplied 1.3% of United States’ energy in 2008 (EIA, 

2010). However, wind is a variable source of power and increases the operational costs of electricity systems 

because system operators are required to “secure additional operating flexibility on several time scales to 

balance fluctuations and uncertainties in wind output” (Northwest Wind Integration Action Plan, 2007). There is 

interest in using storage technologies or fast-ramping fossil fuel generators, called flexible resources, to mitigate 

wind power variability and decrease the costs of integrating wind power into electrical systems (Denham, 2005; 

Hettinger et al., 2010; Kopsas et al., 2003). 

Our method partitions all of a wind plant’s energy among the suite of markets available. We first describe a 

generalized formulation of this principle that is representative of the electricity markets in the United States and 

then present a metric specific to ERCOT. The three types of services a generator in a United States electricity 

system can provide are energy, capacity, and ancillary. Each service is necessary to maintain a functioning 

electricity system although each electricity system in the United States does not offer competitive markets for all 

of the services described. Providing energy is the primary service of an electricity system, accounting for 70 to 

95% of the wholesale cost of electricity (ISO New England, 2009; PJM, 2009; Potomac Economics, 2009). 

Energy markets are typically operated on an hourly basis and, depending on the ISO, a generator can submit 

bids for each hourly interval in day-ahead markets, hour-ahead markets, or real time markets. System operators 

accept enough generator bids to meet the predicted load for a given hour plus a specified reserve margin. 

Generators whose bids are accepted are required to supply power at the specified level for that hour. 

 
Equation 7 is the simplified formulation of the variability cost of wind energy for wind plants in ERCOT. 

We calculate only the load following component of the ancillary service cost of wind energy because we were 

able to obtain only 15-minute time-resolved wind energy data for 20 ERCOT wind plants. The yearly variability 

cost of energy from a wind plant is the sum of its hourly costs. 

In formulating Equation 7, we make two key assumptions. The first is that each wind plant is a price taker 

and does not affect market prices for energy or ancillary services. The second is that deviations from the hourly 

energy level are costs and are to be avoided. The variability cost of wind energy, as calculated from Equation 7, 

is dependent on what value is chosen for he (the hourly energy component). In order to create an unbiased cost 

metric, each hour we use the set of energy and ancillary services prices and wind power data to determine the he 
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that minimizes the variability cost. Thus, we are estimating what the variability cost of wind plant’s in ERCOT 

was in a given year, and not attempting to predict what it will be. Equation 8 is the formulation of the 

optimization problem for ERCOT. Constraints on the optimization problem are: 1.The sum of energy 

components in each 15-minute interval must equal the energy produced by the wind plant in the 15-minute 

interval. 

2. The maximum ancillary services capacity during the hour plus the hourly energy component is equal to 

the maximum wind power produced during the hour. 

3. The hourly energy component plus the minimum ancillary services capacity (assumed to be negative) 

during the hour is equal to the minimum wind power produced during the hour. 

We have developed a cost metric capable of estimating the variability cost of individual wind plants from 

observed 15-minute power output data and found it produces results similar to integration studies produced by 

the major electricity market operators in the United States. Wind plants with higher capacity factors have lower 

variability costs and cost a system less to integrate. 

We find that the relative ranking of wind plants based on variability costs is dependent on the wind power 

produced from the wind plants and not on ancillary service prices. We have also provided a method to value 

reductions in wind power variability. 

Interconnecting 20 wind plants produced a mean savings of $3.76 per MHz our cost metric can be used to 

evaluate the cost-effectiveness of storage solutions8 to mitigate wind power variability. 

Systems can use the methods we developed to determine if building long transmission lines to good wind 

sites is cost-effective. Our estimates for wind power variability costs do not include the regulation costs of wind. 

Future work should extend our analysis to examine how much regulation adds to wind power variability costs. 

In addition, future work should examine how variability costs plus uncertainty (forecast error) costs compare to 

wind integration costs. System operators must also determine whether a flat tariff (such as BPA’s tariff) or a 

capacity factor based tariff indexed to the price of electricity is appropriate to recover integration costs. 

Variability costs decline as the capacity factor of a wind plant increases so wind plants with higher capacity 

factors should pay less than wind plants with lower capacity factors. In addition, wind integration costs vary 

significantly year to year and any tariff should be indexed to the price of electricity to capture this variation.cost 

of 20 interconnected wind plants is less than the sum of the 20 individual wind plant variability costs, so even 

lower capacity factor plants contribute to reduced integration costs (although the marginal benefit of smoothing 

by interconnection of more than a few plants is minimal). Additionally, systems should offer a reduced tariff to 

wind plants that actively mitigate their variability to encourage the development of market based solutions to 

minimize wind power variability. 

As seen in figure 3, a wind plant’s rank is insensitive to ancillary price data. In other words, wind plant A, 

the wind plant with the highest estimated variability cost using 2004 ancillary price data and 2008 wind power 

data, had the highest variability cost in all six years. Fourteen of the twenty wind plants change their rank by 

two spots or less over a six year span. The greatest change is by wind plant T when from 2006 to 2008 it 

changed 5 spots then returned to its original rank in 2009. This indicates our results are sensitive to the energy 

output of the wind plants rather than ancillary service prices. Similar results were obtained using 2009 ERCOT 

wind data. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Change in 2008 wind plant rankings based on variability cost for six different years 
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Fig. 4: Change in 2009 wind plant rankings based on variability cost for six different years of ancillary service 

prices 

 

Compared to figures  3and 4, the ranking of wind plants based on variability costs in dependent on the wind 

data and not the ancillary service price data. In other words, some wind plants produce wind power that costs a 

system more to integrate than other wind plants and the set of wind plants that do change from year to year. The 

implications of this result is that a flat tariff, such as the one BPA imposed, is not an unreasonable method to 

recoup the integration costs of wind energy. Interestingly, about half of the ERCOT wind plants significantly 

change their rank from 2008 to 2009 while others do not. This indicates some wind plants are persistent in their 

variability costs while others vary significantly year to year although a longer wind data set is required to 

determine anything conclusively. 

We obtained 1-minute resolution emissions data  for seven General Electric LM6000 natural gas 

combustion turbines and two Siemens-Westinghouse 501FDs natural gas combined-cycle turbines. The 

LM6000 CTs have a nameplate power limit of 45 MW and utilize steam injection to mitigate Knox emissions. A 

total of 145 days of LM6000 emissions data was used in the regression analysis. The Siemens-Westinghouse 

501FD NGCC turbines have a nameplate power limit of 200 MW with GE’s Dry Low Knox system (lean 

premixed burn) and ammonia selective catalytic reduction system for Knox control. Emissions data for 11 days 

were obtained for the 501FD NGCC. The renewable data includes 1-second, 10-second, and 1-minute resolution 

and is from four wind plants and one large solar photovoltaic facility located in the following regions in the 

United States: Eastern Mid-Atlantic, Southern Great Plains, Central Great Plains, Northern Great Plains, and 

Southwest. 

We examine the implications of our results by analyzing the potential interaction between state RPSs and 

the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR). The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals vacated CAIR in July 

2008 (US Court of Appeals, 2008), but here we examine the interactions between an RPS and CAIR, under the 

assumption that a similar Knox emission rule will come into force in the future. CAIR was designed to reduce 

annual Knox emissions 60% by 2015 (EPA, 2008). 

States with large RPSs may experience Knox emissions from gas turbines used to fill in the variable 

renewable power that can make it more difficult to meet CAIR requirements. We estimate what percentage these 

ancillary emissions could consume of a state’s CAIR annual Knox emissions allocation in 2020 (EPA, 2005) 

(most RPSs are fully phased in by 2020; here we assume that the 2020 Knox limits are the same as in 2015). We 

assume all RPSs in CAIR states are fulfilled and that all RPS targets that can be, are met with wind. We convert 

RPSs that are specified by a percentage to MHz of wind generation in 2020 by using the EIA assumption that 

load will grow linearly to 3% above 2008 load (DOE, 2001b). We also assume all displaced and fill-in 

generators are similar to either LM6000s or 501FDs. We estimate the expected emission reductions (MGT - φ) 

by using Knox emission factors of 0.2 kg/MHz for LM6000s and 0.15 kg/MHz for 501FDs obtained from 

EPA’s AP-42 database (EPA, 1995). In states like New Jersey, careful selection of the Knox controls used for 

wind compensation may be warranted to avoid upward pressure on Knox permit prices, similar to when the 

Knox budget was first implemented (Farrell, 2000). Using the emissions from Table 1and assuming an annual 

Knox emission permit price of $2,800 per ton, the costs associated with degraded emissions performance can be 

as high as 0.24 cents per kWh of renewable energy for Knox emissions. With a carbon price of $50 per ton 

carbon dioxide, the costs can be as high as 0.50 cents/kWh for CO2 emissions. We caution that these costs do 
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not include the additional maintenance costs that may arise from cycling the gas turbines to compensate for the 

renewable’ variability 

 
Table 1: Summary results of CAIR analysis for the 12 CAIR states with a renewable portfolio standard. The wind penetration fraction is the 

larger of the fraction of the state’s 2020 RPS requirement that could be fulfilled by wind, or currently installed wind. The CAIR 

allowance is the 2015 allowance. Note: fractions may not match exactly due to rounding 

 
The calculations above assume that variability in renewable generation results in similar variability in the 

natural gas generators used to compensate. There are several reasons this may not be correct, including use of 

coal and oil generators for compensation and interaction between renewable variability and load variability 

(Apt, 2007). While we have no data on ramping emissions of coal and oil generators, the estimates in Table 1are 

likely to provide an upper bound on estimates of the emissions increase associated with wind and solar 

generation's variability. Storage systems other than pumped hydroelectric are presently not cost-effective (Walla 

walker et al., 2007), but may reduce the need for ramping generators should their costs fall. 

Figure 5 -501FD emissions data. The boundaries on the model's ramp rate, imposed by the populated data 

points in the control map, are shown. The 501FD was operated in a manner that sampled more points in its 

control map than the LM6000 and as a result the 501FD model is not as constrained as the LM6000 model. The 

501FD was cycled through its control space in a manner that sampled more points than the LM6000 turbines. As 

a result, the 501FD model is not as strictly constrained as the LM6000 model. The only constraints imposed on 

the 501FD model were limitations on the maximum and minimum ramp rates, set at 5 MW/min and - 5 

MW/min, respectively 

 
Fig. 6: 

 

Policy Implications: 

Wind plants pose two problems to system operators. The first is they are a variable source of power and 

system operators have been going through great efforts to determine how they will integrate significant 

penetrations of variable power. The second is the best wind sites are primarily located far from load centers in 

areas with little to no transmission capacity. System operators are currently analyzing if they should construct 

billions of dollars worth of long transmissions lines to encourage wind plant development in wind rich regions. 
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Electricity systems will not be able to mitigate wind power variability simply by interconnecting more wind 

plants to their system. It is true a system of interconnected wind plants exhibit less variability than the individual 

wind plants it is composed of, but the majority (~87%) of the reductions in variability are achieved by 

interconnecting 4 to 6 wind plants together. All but one of the electricity systems in the United States currently 

have more than 6 wind plants interconnected to each of their systems (the southeast is the exception). As a 

result, there will likely be little benefit, in terms of mitigating wind power variability, in interconnecting 

additional wind plants. This is true from a cost perspective as well. Additionally, we have provided system 

operators with a regression model capable of estimating how much their wind power variability is reduced as 

their future penetration of wind energy increases. By better understanding how the variability injected into their 

system changes as more wind plants are built, system operators can better understand what assets they will need 

to have to compensate for the injected variability. As a result, if electricity systems follow the precedent set by 

BPA and recover integration costs of wind power through tariffs levied on wind plants, they should consider a 

capacity factor based tariff indexed to the price of electricity that recovers integration costs ex-ante. Systems 

should offer a reduced tariff to wind plants that actively mitigate their variability to encourage the development 

of market based solutions. If system planners can identify wind plants in their interconnection queues with the 

highest capacity factors they could take an active approach to decrease their integration costs by giving priority 

to these projects. Wind plants should also be given priority in the interconnection process if they implement 

flexible technologies to mitigate their variability costs. Finally, the results indicate that at large scale variable 

renewable generators may require that careful attention be paid to the emissions of compensating generators to 

minimize additional pollution. If careful attention is not paid, emission allowance prices could increase 

substantially. Finally, on a time scale compatible with RPS implementation, design and market introduction of 

generators that are more appropriate from an emissions viewpoint to pair with variable renewable power plants 

may be feasible. 
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